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The nationalization of 
the hardship of travel in 

China, 1895–1949
Progress, hygiene and national concern 

António Barrento

The nineteenth century was a watershed in the history of travel. Several factors related to techni-
cal development and industrialization, among them improvements in communications and trans-
portation, rendered travel easier and more comfortable, particularly in the more developed areas of 
the world. It was against this background that the travel industry was to start arranging organized 
tours that reached out to a large range of social groups,1 the first ones by Thomas Cook in 1841 
having been described as the ‘birth of tourism’ (in the commodified meaning of the term).2 One 
of the consequences of this new context of travel was that for travelers from developed countries 
the hardship of travel came to be viewed as an unfamiliar experience that contrasted with that of 
travel at home. This was what happened, for instance, with a large number of the British travelers 
who visited China and wrote about it.3 Reactions to the hardship of travel varied greatly. Many 
of the foreign travelers who struggled through the difficult conditions of travel in China were 
vocal in complaining about them, one of the prominent aspects they mentioned being the lack 
of hygiene.4 For some, however, the hardship of travel was a source of attraction. At the height 
of the Grand Tour in Europe during the seventeenth century, travel writer Richard Lassels, who 
had greatly promoted it, wrote that travel taught the young nobleman “wholesome hardship”.5 
By the nineteenth century, anti-“tourism” emerged as an important cultural marker of sensitive-
ness, originality, acculturation, education and distinction,6 turning hard travel into an attraction 
for those who cherished these aspects. Joseph Conrad was to be one of those who shared a con-
tempt for the comforts of modern travel, lamenting that the days of heroic travel with their spirit 
of adventure were over.7 In China, Westerners yearning for the hardship of travel had plenty of 
opportunities to experience it. Their motivations behind such a quest ranged from simple nostal-
gia of the past and of pre-“tourist” travel to a search for adventure, insight, authenticity and the 
“real China”, that they found in old sites and in the interior and that they distinguished from a 
“counterfeit modernity” evident especially in the treaty ports.8 Among Chinese nationals, in con-
trast, notions of hardship of travel in their own country were increasingly influenced by growing 
concerns about the nation. It is this process of nationalization that this chapter aims to analyze.

During the imperial period, travel had undoubtedly been a joy for many in China, as numer-
ous tour descriptions included in travel accounts, as well as in other writings, such as Shen Fu’s 
Six Records of a Floating Life,9 demonstrate. It had also been particularly significant for many 
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literati as a means of participation in an elite culture, through the association of scenic sites with 
a literary tradition that alluded to them and included both printed texts and engravings carved 
on the landscape.10 At the same time, however, travel had often been perceived as a difficult, 
unpleasant enterprise, both due to the tough conditions of travel and the sense of estrangement 
which many travelers felt. In a letter dated 439, Bao Zhao told his sister about “the discomfort 
and the hardship” which he had endured during a thousand-li journey along the Yangtze River, 
and commented on how distressing it was to be a “traveller away from one’s relatives”.11 In his 18 
variations of the poem “Imitating ‘Travelling along the road is hard’ ” (Ni xing lu nan), he further 
dwelt on the topic of travel hardship, which in this case he used more broadly as a metaphor 
for life.12 Chinese literature was full of references to the dislike of travel, which, as Li Chi has 
pointed out, were to a large extent related to the laments of exile, with roots in the misfortunes 
of demotion and loss of favor.13 Examples of this are found in the poems of Li Bai, such as “The 
road to Shu is hard” ’’ (Shu dao nan) and his own three versions of “Travelling along the road is 
hard” (Xing lu nan).14 There was certainly a psychological note behind many of the depictions of 
travel hardship. By 1703 Xi Youpu, the author of a foreword to an edition of Xu Xiake’s Travel 
Diaries, interpreted Liu Zongyuan’s writings about his travels in Yongzhou as doing nothing 
but using hills or ravines as a pretext to express frustrations in his heart and strange irascible 
thoughts.15 In many cases, however, descriptions of the hardship of travel were far from simple 
reflections of private woes. Traveling was often an ordeal of its own and many travelers alluded  
to the objective difficulties they had experienced in their writings. This was the case with prom-
inent wayfarers such as Xuanzang, who stressed the dangers and complications of his journey to 
Central and South Asia in his Record of the Western Region,16 and Xu Xiake, who likewise narrated 
the risks, effort and hardship of travel.17 There are multiple reports of how travel seemed a dismal 
prospect for many in the Ming, given the dangers it involved, including coming across bandits.18 
This situation continued into the Qing. Merchant manuals of this period prepared traveling 
merchants for the various perils of travel, and an essay titled “The Bitterness of the Travel-
ling Merchant” included in a morality book by Shi Chengjin published between the reigns of 
Kangxi and Qianlong described in detail the troubles which they had to undergo.19 Naturally, 
certain journeys during the imperial period would have involved more hardship and been less 
attractive than others. Wang Anshi clearly pointed this out in his Record of a Tour to the Mountain 
where Bao Meditated of 1054. In his words, “If a place is level and near, travelers are many. If it is 
dangerous and far, those who reach it are few.”20 Be that as it may, for both practical and cultural 
reasons, the notion that travel involved hardship became an ingrained element in Chinese cul-
ture, much as it was in the Western world until the nineteenth century.21

This perception that travel implied suffering persisted through the last years of the Qing 
and into the Republican period. It was present in a wide range of sources. There was repeated 
reference to it in general writings on travel, in travelogues, in travel guidance material and in 
other types of writings. A range of personal reasons might partly explain this, much as before, 
but the practical inconveniences of travel continued to be a reality, as well as a source of unease, 
especially for the wealthier urban residents who were the likeliest to travel. This is demonstrated 
by the recurrent reference to these practical inconveniences, as they were either described as 
an enduring problem in travel-related material22 or negated through reassurances regarding the 
convenience and comfort of traveling to specific destinations in travel guidance and advertis-
ing.23 The unpleasantness of travel was commonplace and was therefore expected. In 1933, 
Ba Jin wrote that he could not stand any of the difficulties of travel and, had his friends not 
painstakingly prepared everything in advance for his journeys—“all sorts of conveniences”—, 
he would certainly not have gone to the many places described in his Travel Notes.24 A manual 
for children on how to travel, published in the same year, illustrated several worries, by insisting 
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for instance on taking provisions – since much of the food at stops along the way would not be 
fresh – and on relaxing completely for one day before traveling by boat or plane, to prevent diz-
ziness.25 It did not identify hardship solely with external conditions. It recommended continu-
ous training of the mind and body to travel, so that the journey might “not be difficult at all” 
and one might be able to “enjoy the happiness and pleasures of travel”.26 Travel was thus viewed 
not as a completely natural pleasure, but as one that demanded physical and mental preparation 
for the challenges it imposed. In turn, the hardship of travel was considered a natural, inevitable 
reality. Communist Party member Fan Yuanzhen wrote in her diary that, on her first trip alone 
in 1939, she had not dared sleep on the bed in a hotel near the Lanzhou railway station and had 
therefore decided to lie underneath it, and how she had been surprised by the fact that there 
had been no bugs and no mosquitoes.27 These would have been common, and probably more so 
during the war. Qian Zhongshu’s 1947 novel Fortress Besieged included a description of a hotel 
in which some of its main characters, Fang Hongjian, Zhao Xinmei and Sun Roujia, stayed in 
1938 on their way from Shanghai to San Lü University in Hunan province and it was full of lice, 
bedbugs and fleas.28 In fact, their journey was a trying one for a number of reasons, including 
crowded transportation and poor accommodation and food. The war clearly aggravated the cir-
cumstances of travel but it was in very general terms and with no reference to the war that one 
of these characters, Zhao Xinmei, protested that “travelling is the most exhausting and trouble-
some thing”,29 in what would have been an echo of a widely held perception.

Significantly, the notion that travel was supposed to be a tough trial emerged in product 
marketing, which is relevant due to its sensitivity to common perceptions. This was the case in 
a 1930 Ovomaltine advertisement, where, under the heading “Going out the door is difficult”, 
reality was depicted as conforming to the proverb which identified leaving one’s home with 
hardship: the advertisement explained that, on a journey, simple and convenient food did not 
exist and any nutritious food was extremely hard to come by, but there was a way out, Ovomal-
tine.30 The fact that such an advertisement was published in the China Traveler, the main periodi-
cal of the China Travel Service, seems revealing of the extent to which the hardship of travel was 
assumed. The magazine had been launched, as its first issue announced, with the aims of “pro-
moting the travel industry”, by which was meant those of its businesses that were under Chinese 
control (including the China Travel Service),31 and “enhancing the interest of travellers”.32 In 
1936, editor Zhao Junhao would confirm that Chen Guangfu and Zhu Chengzhang, president 
and chairman of the board of the China Travel Service respectively, had deemed it necessary to 
create the magazine in order to make it clear to the common people that traveling was a “happy 
thing”.33 Recognition of the hardship of travel ran counter to this idea. Nonetheless, it might 
have been a necessary concession to reality, while at the same time presenting Ovomaltine as a 
solution to travel hardship offered some mitigation to what was otherwise an acknowledgment 
of the common view of travel as hardship.

While the traditional perception of travel as hardship lingered on, both the hardship of travel 
in China and this persisting perception came to be seen as problems. They came to be under-
stood as examples of China’s backwardness in comparison to the advanced world, simultane-
ously emerging as elements that defined China and its mentality and as causes and symptoms for 
its condition. At the same time, the idea of travel as hardship was reshaped and even strengthened 
under nation-related emphases on progress and hygiene, which were ultimately linked to the 
sense of an urgent need to “save the nation”. All of this was in tune with the strong nationalist 
concerns of this period, which had rapidly escalated after the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–
1895). This chapter examines the nationalization of the hardship of travel in these manifestations. 
For this purpose, it first explores the association that came to be made between the reality and 
the perception of the hardship of travel in China and its backwardness. Secondly, it investigates 
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Figure 20.1  This advertisement for Ovomaltine proposed the product as a solution against 
the hardship of travel, which it took for granted and saw confirmation of in the 
 proverb “remaining at home a thousand days is good, leaving one’s door one 
single moment is hard.”

Source: Lüxing zazhi, 4.3 (March 1930), n.p.

the permeation of this perception through a preoccupation with hygiene that developed in 
China in connection with the idea of the country’s survival and which thus indirectly associated 
it with an angst about the nation’s fate.

The hardship of travel: the nation and national backwardness

In late Qing and Republican China, as greater knowledge of the outside world and a grow-
ing concern about the nation took root, the idea of travel as hardship gradually came to be 
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identified with China and its lack of progress. An essay published in 1904 in the Tianjin daily 
Dagongbao considered both the practical hardship of travel and a cultural perception of travel as 
hardship as reasons for the less developed culture of travel in China, as compared with that of 
European countries and America. First of all, it contrasted the practical situation in China with 
that of the advanced countries. It noted that when travelers from nations in the East (Japan) and 
the West left their countries transportation was fast and hotels were safe and comfortable, and 
everyone felt happy as if returning home. In China, by contrast, cars and boats were slow, hotels 
were smelly, filthy and cramped and thieves were rife, so much so that people became depressed 
and felt constrained. In the second place, it identified a tradition in China which equated travel 
with hardship and had contributed to the magnification of perceptions of travel as adversity. It 
found this in Chinese poems, which it portrayed filled with the difficulties of travel, such as the 
dangers of mountains and rivers, the roughness of roads and the bleakness of traveling condi-
tions, and concluded that, as a result, people lost interest and did not ever dare take a tour. In its 
view, this imagery, as well as Laozi’s “misleading theory” which advocated that people should 
reach old age and die, with no comings and goings, even when they were in sight of neighbor-
ing countries,34 were deeply ingrained in people’s minds and thus, even if one wanted to erase 
this mindset, this was not possible: the Chinese, in its view, had not yet overcome this old and 
backward mentality.35

While a number of literary references may have contributed to shaping the travel culture in 
China in a negative way, the notion of travel as hardship emerged in an environment of actual 
travel difficulties, which would ultimately have been the defining point in the shaping of the 
general perception. It was not only the Chinese people that were put off by the hardships of 
travel in China. In 1887, a foreign resident, Archibald John Little, remarked how, given the “tedi-
ous” and “antiquated” modes of travel, few of the thousands of European residents at the treaty 
ports had the leisure or inclination to journey outside the routes covered by their steamers.36 
For many Chinese nationals, however, hardship, beyond merely preventing travel, may have been 
decisive in molding life habits that did not include travel as an enjoyable, leisure choice. Further-
more, in the early twentieth century such a perception may have been amplified through a pro-
cess of fault-finding in China and its people which had been fermenting from the late Qing and 
was to find expression in Liang Qichao’s blaming of Laozi for Chinese immobility in 1898.37

This identification of the hardship of travel with China was common during the Republican 
period. So, for example, Ye Dingluo, a student who wrote a diary of a third-class train journey 
to Kaifeng in the late 1920s, was astonished that during his trip there were no crowds or noise 
and said: “such comfortable travel made me have doubts that this might be a trip by Chinese 
people, it really did not seem like one”.38 Educator and nationalist Huang Yanpei in a preface 
to a 1933 book on tours and observations of China, promoted the book by claiming that, since 
touring and observing China was often difficult, it was particularly worth paying attention to 
travel accounts.39 In 1935, a writer for The China Critic pointed out that the old Chinese proverb, 
according to which “remaining at home a thousand days is good, but traveling even one day 
means difficulty”, was still valid. He saw proof of the “truth” of this statement in the material 
culture of travel, recalling the “travelling paraphernalia of a Chinese gentleman, the standardized 
three pieces of baggage most frequently seen even then, that is, a trunk, a roll-up and a netted 
basket”. He also noted that bedding, a wash basin, a towel and a mosquito net were amongst the 
items which he felt to be “an absolute necessity for travelling in China even today”.40

The clear-cut dichotomy between travel as hardship in China and travel as enjoyment in 
the advanced world that emerged in the Dagongbao article also appeared regularly in texts on 
travel, revealing a level of unease with the existing national situation. In a 1930 article in The 
Life Weekly magazine, its author sharply contrasted travel in Europe and America, where it was 
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“almost becoming the only path to seek happiness”, with travel in China, where it was an 
“extremely hard thing”. With regard to train travel, he commented on how people (with the 
exception of those in first class) had to endure enormous crowds to buy tickets before being 
unable to find seats, how there were unwarranted stops on the way and how people, upon arriv-
ing at their destinations, were overcharged for lodging, food and amusement. Not only did they 
not attain happiness, but they actually became ill, and so traveling, in the eyes of the Chinese, 
almost became a “dangerous undertaking”. This mentality, he reflect, fed on “Chinese habits 
of not touring”—a remark which recognized an endogenous cultural pattern favorable to the 
perception of travel as hardship—but ultimately he said that this was due to “real difficulties”.41 
Similarly, in 1932, China Traveler editor Zhao Junhao recognized the existence of hard condi-
tions of travel in China and drew on them to explain the contrast between the Chinese view 
regarding travel and that of Europeans and Americans, who considered it the “ultimate pleas-
ure”. Europeans and Americans enjoyed the luxury of their ships and trains and the comfort of 
their hotels, which encouraged exploration. Conversely, traveling was regarded as a hardship in 
China because such was the case: ships and trains were unimaginably dirty and messy and the 
environment in hotels was unbearably noisy, and so it was almost impossible for people to have 
access to the pleasures of travel, with the exception of the rich and powerful, who obtained 
exceptional comfort at very high prices.42 In a foreword by Huang Yanpei to a book on travel 
also published in 1933, he categorically affirmed that in countries where communications were 
advanced many common people considered travel a pleasurable thing, but in China the general 
idea was that “one thousand days at home is good, half a day out is difficult”.43 Again, in 1947, in 
an article for the Hu xun (Shanghai News), an internal periodical published by the China Travel 
Service, the poor situation in China was juxtaposed with a foreign paradigm. The popular Chi-
nese saying “out the door one li is no match to staying at home” was justified by past as well 
as “still” existing deficiencies and backwardness in transportation. It was observed that, because 
of this, people were “terrified of going out their doorstep”. In contrast, on Japanese ocean lin-
ers hygienic cleanliness and travel services had gradually made even those unwilling to do so 
acknowledge the joys of travel.44

Some of these comments may have been aimed at the writer’s vested interests. Zhao Junhao’s 
comparison with the West may have been business-motivated and based on the marketing of a 
positive attitude toward travel which the China Travel Service was keen on encouraging. The 
reference to the Japanese model in the Shanghai News article served as illustration of the point 
that boat travel standards had declined since before the war, when foreign-owned companies 
had provided better service in their competition for business.45 Be that as it may, the fact is that 
the perception of travel as hardship in China was being contrasted with the concept of travel 
as enjoyment that was predominant elsewhere. That it was is revealing of how the perception 
of travel was being attributed more than just a meaning on an individual scale. It seems to have 
been understood as a symbol of China’s lagging behind the progress of other nations. It was 
therefore something that needed to be combated.

The hardship of travel: nation-building hygiene

In this context, the obsession with hygiene that developed in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries in China, with its implications for individual modernity and national advance-
ment and survival,46 may have helped invigorate the notion of travel as hardship and exacerbate 
fears of travel amongst some. Hygiene was sufficiently relevant for a manual on travel hygiene to 
have emerged in 1916, instructing travelers on how to avoid disease and illness in different travel 
situations. While these included extreme cases and dangerous locations, the book was written on 
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the basis that even the more common types of travel involved risks, such as the contraction of 
infectious diseases.47 One of the repeated warnings related to food hygiene: when traveling, one 
was to be particularly careful and check whether food was fresh or rotten or whether it might 
contain dead insects, and not overlook this aspect at inns and eateries.48 Accommodation was 
another major problem. The book explained that even when inns might be suitable one would 
not know what type of people had stayed in the same room the previous day (they were possibly 
not clean, it said), and it pointed out that this was one of the reasons why people returned home 
ill.49 Published in a popular education collection and advertised as an item to take on one’s trav-
els,50 amongst “useful books on hygiene” or “home and travel literature”,51 this work had a large 
readership, as proven by the fact that there were six subsequent editions. The concept of “travel 
hygiene” became sufficiently widespread to also make its way into advertising. A Cleanliness-
Inducing Pill was marketed in 1929 as a clever method of attaining “travel hygiene”, allowing 
the traveler to avoid the troubles of car and boat sickness, and to prevent illnesses from the occa-
sionally inappropriate food and drink that was consumed outdoors.52 An instruction manual on 
travel aimed at children that came to light in 1933 included a chapter on “travel hygiene”, with 
similar emphases to those laid down in the 1916 manual. It asserted that inns were always una-
voidable and necessary places to stay when traveling and one could not help but worry as former 
guests might have been afflicted with tuberculosis, syphilis or other infectious diseases.53 As to 
eateries, the approach to them was again one of caution on account of an identical suspicion 
about the quality of food, and advice was further given not to go to such places.54

The importance granted to hygiene in relation to travel appeared clearly in an illustrated 
book for youngsters, published in 1935, at the height of the hygiene-focused New Life Move-
ment.55 This book, which classified itself as a book on “hygiene”, was the story of a journey by 
two siblings. Its central message focused on certain dangers to one’s health which could arise 
from traveling but which could also be avoided. It presented a succession of travel wrongdo-
ings leading to disease, which were mainly the result of a lack of caution, and outlined a cor-
rect alternative, embodied in the always-right procedure followed by the older, wiser brother. 
In contrast to him, the younger brother bought snacks on a train (despite the older brother’s 
warnings), accepted a wet towel from a train assistant (despite the older brother’s warnings) and 
drank water from a spring on a hill at their destination. He was therefore the only one to fall ill 
on their return home.56 A fixation with hygiene was manifestly seeping into the travel culture. 
In Fortress Besieged, Sun Roujia commented that, on noticing that the inn at Yingtan where they 
stayed was full of flies, she had been afraid that it would not be very hygienic.57 A heightened 
concern about hygiene would have implied a lesser degree of tolerance among many travelers 
with regard to hardship on the road. It is precisely with this in mind that Li Meiting replied to 
Sun Roujia’s observation that she had had a particularly sheltered and pampered upbringing and 
did not know the hardships of the road. He added a postulate that was revealing of his perception 
of how unhygienic travel in China was supposed to be: “If you want to find an inn without flies, 
you will have to go abroad”.58

This assumption that travel was unhealthy emerged through a whole range of products 
directed against illness and disease that were publicized as objects to be taken on one’s travels. 
Yee Tin medical oil, for example, was advertised as a miraculous medicine that was indispensable 
on a journey, being said to cure illnesses at the advanced speed of trains, a comparison which 
may have been specifically inspired by the fact that it was published in a railway travel guide, 
but may also have intended to draw a parallel between itself and train travel, which was itself 
a recognized solution to an aspect of travel hardship.59 Taking such a drug was conveyed as a 
travel requirement, much as was the case with other pharmaceutical products. These included 
the four types of common medicine produced by Eng Aun Tong Tiger Medical Hall, which 



Figure 20.3

Figure 20.2 

Figures 20.2–20.4  The elder brother warned the younger brother not to buy things to eat that 
might not be clean (Figure 20.2), used a towel he had brought from home 
to wipe himself (Figure 20.3), and drank water from his water  canteen only 
(Figure 20.4), thus presenting a set of hygienic norms of procedure while 
on travel. From Xiao lüxingjia
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Figure 20.4

could allegedly eliminate hundreds of diseases,60 a Five Continent Pharmacy drug identified as a 
“valuable treasure for travel”, which was promoted on the premise that “in the mountains, there 
are many miasmas” and then the reassurance that “if you go prepared with a good pellet, you 
need not worry”,61 and Watson’s No. 190 Universal Stomach Remedy, which was presented as 
the most precious medicine if one wanted to travel with no worries.62 Travel medical cases were 
also promoted as a necessity, on the basis of a fear of contracting a disease during one’s travels, 
which was described as an extremely distressing experience.63 Advertisements would naturally 
emphasize the need for such products, but the repeated connection with travel found in them 
hints at a common understanding of travel as related to illness and disease, which an emphasis 
on hygiene would have boosted and which such advertising may have further helped perpetuate 
or enhance. The fact that publications by the China Travel Service, including its guidebooks, the 
China Traveler and the Travellers’ Guide, its Singapore branch magazine, were amongst the major 
venues publicizing these types of products on a travel-related note (while they also included 
references to the enjoyment of travel, which these products would guarantee by eliminating the 
journey’s ills) would particularly corroborate this view. It is not possible to know the extent to 
which practice confirmed it. It is significant, however, that in Fortress Besieged Li Meiting himself 
used a traveling trunk that was half filled with “Western medicine, for use on the road”, includ-
ing “yatron, cinchona, sulfate of quinine, and formamint”.64

The transformation of hygiene into a symbol of civilization in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries65 was an important factor in the emphasis given to travel hygiene. In fact, it 
did not only contribute to raising awareness of travel hygiene, but also rendered it a measure of 
progress, both individual and collective. Fear of lack of hygiene while traveling was, accordingly, 
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Figure 20.5  Eng Aun Tong - The Tiger Medical Hall presented a set of four types of common 
medicine it produced as must-have travel items. From Lüxing zazhi

to be considered not just in terms of its effect on health but also in terms of the deficit it sig-
naled vis-à-vis the modern standard of hygiene. This, in turn, was not without its implications 
for the nation. It is in line with such ideas that, in a book on travel hygiene aimed at children 
printed in 1947, educator Chen Jianheng remarked that, since disease often occurred during 
travel due to negligence and ignorance, the “modern citizen” could not be short of some com-
mon knowledge of travel hygiene.66 As demonstrated by this wording, travel hygiene was to be 
viewed as both a question of modernity and a duty to the nation (in an implicit recognition of 
its national importance).

Travel hygiene was urged, moreover, by particular perceptions of modernization in other 
aspects of travel and by the notion that modernity implied the absence of hardship during travel. 
Much as higher awareness and expectation of travel hygiene may have led to greater intolerance 
of its lack or insufficiency and to the reinforcement of the idea of travel as a difficult and nega-
tive reality, so may the notion of modern travel as implying ease and comfort have contributed 
to highlighting the nuisances of travel, including the problems of travel hygiene. The authors of 
an article published in 1943 in the China Traveler commented that

with the progress in communications, we have managed not to be constrained by long dis-
tances, and, with the development in travel agency business, we can feel at home anywhere. 
The world is big, but we can roam everywhere, and travel nowadays must somehow be a 
relaxed thing.



Figure 20.6  This advertisement for a Five Continent Pharmacy product, which was published 
in a guidebook for the mountain resort of Moganshan, appealed to the idea of 
travel as a happy thing while recognizing the perils to health from summer and 
mountain travel. From Moganshan daoyou
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Figure 20.7  Watson’s was well aware of the relevance of a potential travel clientele to its No. 
190 Universal Stomach Remedy and advertised the product in the Travellers’ Guide, 
the Singapore branch magazine of the China Travel Service. From Xinglü zhinan

They contrasted this evolution in travel practice and mentality, however, with the negative 
aspects of travel in China. Inquiring rhetorically “if anyone amongst us goes from Chongqing to 
Chengdu or Guiyang, will he be able to say that he had an agreeable travel?”, they mentioned 
the provisional disruption in communications provoked by the war, but looked beyond it and 
specifically referred to their constant experience of flies and mosquitoes, and once again the 
lack of hygiene at accommodation facilities. In their words, “the farther we travel, the more 
hotels we lodge in, the bigger the risks of being affected with illnesses”. They saw hotels as 
“the headquarters of bedbugs and lice”, guests as “the inheritors of diseases” and tiny insects as 
“formidable enemies of travel!”67 They criticized the situation in China in contrast to what they 
perceived to be a travel-friendly ideal, but also in relation to the situation in developed coun-
tries. In this they showed the same kind of national concern and comparative anxiety that had 
emerged in the Dagongbao article. As they put it, “The countries of Europe and America are all 
very careful about these pests and spare no efforts to prevent and eliminate them, but in China 
the health authorities are still short of large-scale implementation of measures against them”. 
Given such a situation, they stated that it was imperative to protect oneself against harm in 
China: “in traveling, we cannot but be careful and defensive and take good care of ourselves!”68 
Unlike the Dagongbao article, however, they viewed China’s backwardness in respect of hygiene 
as the reason behind the lack of travel practice. This difference between these two texts, writ-
ten almost 40 years apart from one another, may be significant. The justification of the lack of 
a travel culture based, in the 1940s, on the health-related problems of travel rather than those 
derived from inconvenient communications might in fact signal a shift in perceptions of travel, 
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resulting from the modernity of actual improvements in conditions of travel and of a greater 
concern with hygiene.

Conclusion

The nationalization of the hardship of travel through its association with the nation, national 
deficiency and nation-building hygiene constitutes an example of how the national issue was 
coming to the fore during late Qing and Republican China. This was a process of invasion of 
the individual domain of travel by public concern, which ultimately rendered it a matter of 
collective importance. This type of national encroachment on the level of discourse may not as 
such have been of particular consequence in terms of state engagement with the improvement 
of travel communications and transportation, even as such engagement did occur.69 It is relevant, 
however, as a symptom of the nationalist atmosphere that developed in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. It stands as confirmation of a wider trend, running parallel as it did to 
the nationalization of other aspects of private life, such as material consumption,70 body cultiva-
tion71 or sex.72

This process found a direct counterpart in the nationalization of a perception that also made 
its appearance during this period and ran counter to the perception of the hardship of travel, 
that of its elimination. This perception repeatedly sprang up in the sources of this period. As a 
result of progress in communications, transportation and travel services in China, descriptions 
of travel itineraries that compared the easiness of the present with the hardships of the past 
regularly emerged in material of interest to travelers, such as scenic spots descriptions and guide-
books. So, for example, a 1919 booklet from a collection on scenic spots commented on how 
the journey to Hengshan had been tiresome and perilous, and how it now only took three days 
on the Peking-Suiyuan Railway.73 Similarly, a 1947 guidebook on Sheshan mentioned how the 
construction of the Nanjing-Shanghai-Hangzhou Railway and of motorways had transformed 
travel into an agreeable experience, with people now being able to enjoy a happiness impossible 
in the past.74 The pace of development was allowing some, moreover, to consider that notions 
of travel as hardship were something of the past or quickly fading away. The editor of the 1916 
manual on travel hygiene justified the need for its publication precisely by pointing out that 
there was a clear division between the present and the past, during which, he alleged, there had 
been “no talk of travel”, because of the “inconvenience of communications”, the “natural barrier 
of the Yangtze River” and the belief that “the road to Shu is hard”. He did not fail to ascribe all 
these expressions to a different time: they were “old sayings handed down by tradition”, the last 
one of which was traceable to Li Bai’s poem. Now, however, with cars on land and steamers on 
water, even one thousand li away became one’s courtyard, and so there was not one person who 
did not consider traveling, individually or in a group, as fashionable.75 This was a vision that was 
constantly laid down in sources issued by agents of the travel business. In a preface to the 1921 
edition of the Tianjin-Pukou Railway Travel Guide by the Railways Administration, the present 
easiness of rail travel was contrasted not only to past hardship of travel to far-away mountains 
and rivers but also to past writing about hardship.76 A 1924 guidebook to Sichuan by the Travel 
Department of the Shanghai Commercial and Savings Bank, was more explicit about the change 
in mentality, hinting at it through a comparison between past perception and present practice: 
people in the past had considered travel as a frightful undertaking but nowadays, with conveni-
ent transportation, Chinese tourists were going to Sichuan in ever greater numbers.77

One important aspect in this respect is the extent to which the perception that the hard-
ship of travel had become or was becoming a thing of the past was brought about as a national 
phenomenon, with specific references to China and the Chinese mentality. A 1927 article of 
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the China Traveler mentioned how the Chinese were being drawn into considering travel in an 
optimistic way, as the result of a gradual development in transportation – a change from the past, 
where traveling had been considered a fearful undertaking.78 The idea of a mental shift among 
the Chinese people was reiterated in another article of this magazine a year later. In the earlier 
times of difficult transportation, it was argued, the feeling had been that “traveling along the 
road is hard” (the literary allusion being used to essentialize the past). Since steamers and trains 
had come into use, though, more and more Chinese loved traveling.79 That people were see-
ing things differently was also suggested in an article published in a 1930 issue of The Unison 
Travel Magazine, a publication by the Unison Travel Party, the largest travel association of the 
Republican era. Its author, recognizing that people in China had in the past traveled under hard 
circumstances and therefore considered travel a perilous undertaking, contrasted all this to the 
current situation, as travel communications had become convenient, on water and land, with 
trains and steamers.80 As conditions kept improving, observation and reasoning may have made it 
gradually more possible to infer and affirm that perceptions had changed. It seems significant in 
this respect that Zhao Junhao, who in 1932 had lamented that travel was regarded as hardship in 
China, should later, in summing up the development of the China Travel Service, have suggested 
that this was no longer the case (and have done so even at the time of the war, in 1941). In his 
argument, he emphasized how more than ten years before the sentiment had indeed been one 
of travel as hardship, due both to the domination of traditional concepts and to a deficient travel 
structure. He did not dwell explicitly on the present mentality but implicitly signaled that it had 
gone through a transformation, if only self-promotingly to conclude on how his company had 
acted to reduce the difficulties of travel.81 In all these cases, the Chinese change of perception 
was particularly highlighted. That it should be specifically mentioned as a national reality sug-
gests that it was being implicitly measured against a standard of international modernity. Such 
self-consciousness was certainly the result of a deeper integration of China in the international 
community.82 But, what is more, it seems to have reflected how ever present the nation now was. 
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